Saluti, presentazioni e scuse 39.1

Choose the appropriate answer

1. Thank you.
   - How do you do?
   - You are welcome.
   - Yes, please.

2. A cup of tea?
   - Yes, please.
   - Not at all
   - Goodbye

3. Here you are.
   - Thanks.
   - Goodbye
   - I’am sorry

4. Here's Penny
   - Please
   - It's a pleasure
   - Hallo, Penny

5. How do you do?
   - How do you do?
   - Good Afternoon
   - No, Thank you

Soluzioni:
frase:1 n:2 | frase:2 n:1 | frase:3 n:1 | frase:4 n:3 | frase:5 n:1 |
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